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Degree: Audio-Visual Communication

Field of Knowledge: Social and Legal Science

Faculty/School: Communication Science

Course: IMAGE ANALYSIS

Type: Compulsory ECTS credits: 3

Year: 1 Code: 3016

Teaching period: Second semester

Area: Audio-visual Language

Module: Audiovisual narrative and creation processes (skills)

Teaching type: Classroom-based

Language: Spanish

Total number of student
study hours:

75

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION

This course is intended to introduce students to the basic concepts of image. Throughout history, human beings
have built cultures and civilisations by means of their astonishing creative power and, very specifically, the ability
to understand their surrounding reality and to express their thoughts in images. Although we are said to live in a
world of images, most of the time we are not fully aware of what this means: our life is formed by images that
shape a specific view of the world and of ourselves.

Understanding the power of the image, however, requires familiarity with its most basic elements and
mechanisms, which provides comprehension of the potential offered by the creative power of the image, and
enables us to construct a rational discourse that is visually consistent with the established objectives. The course
is addressed particularly to knowing what the internal mechanisms of image are and how they work. This provides
students of audiovisual communication with a broader understanding of the field of knowledge in which the image
operates, in addition to the different tools with which to deal with their professional future from a deeper
perspective.
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SKILLS

Basic Skills

Students must have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in an area of study that is founded on general
secondary education. Moreover, the area of study is typically at a level that includes certain aspects implying
knowledge at the forefront of its field of study, albeit supported by advanced textbooks

Students must be able to apply their knowledge to their work or vocation in a professional manner and possess
skills that can typically be demonstrated by coming up with and sustaining arguments and solving problems within
their field of study

Students must have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field of study) in order to
make judgments that include reflections on pertinent social, scientific or ethical issues

Students must be able to convey information, ideas, problems and solutions to both an expert and non-expert
audience

Students must have developed the learning skills needed to undertake further study with a high degree of
independence

General Skills

To be able to generate public opinion and build bridges with the various social sectors allowing for the formation
and dissemination of a message and culture for the benefit of mankind, conveying values based on the search for
truth and common good, using audio-visual media.

Specific skills

To gain an understanding of spatial image and iconic representations in space, both with static images and audio-
visuals, as well as to gauge light and colour quality.

To develop an ability to create content in different formats (fiction, documentaries, entertainment, etc.) and media
(film, video, radio, television and multimedia).

DISTRIBUTION OF WORK TIME

CLASSROOM-BASED ACTIVITY INDEPENDENT STUDY/OUT-OF-CLASSROOM
ACTIVITY

30   hours 45   hours
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